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Rebecca Goldfarb
D ir e c t io n  t o  P o in t s  E ast
We found the service road was not a road.
Behind the platform a row o f hedges turned the way out. 
White magpies beat their wings at stale bread.
Old pools collapsed, girls chased golf balls into pine trees. 
Next to a barnacle covered pipe, beside the giant rock, 
by the wild bamboo and the fields o f watered sod, 
silver-colored fish baited themselves into buckets.
I guessed the wrong turn twice.
Dead end near the rotting mansion up this way, 
the hills smaller near the harbor, the terrified gates 
o f rich neighbors and their orange groves.
The spokes hold the wheel full o f wading birds 
and rust the ten-speed a shade darker. When we aren’t 
looking,
familiar insects fly up and spell our names.
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Carolyn Hembree
P ig
The pig’s hindquarters flip-flopped; 
a cane, finger’s length, into its vagina slid.
Meet its eye; your fear to the wayside dropped.
Incinerator some fifty feet off; the pig stops. You opt 
it to get under your skin or not. O ff the pig’s side, 
a quarter flips (I win) then onto die dirt flops.
Pigs hate the shine. My Exacto barely lifts up 
the pig’s hide. By the truck bed, change the blade.
It meets my eye; my fear to the wayside dropped.
Wondrously, the pig yet rubs snout and sloped 
head into ground. We have unmade.
The pig’s hindquarters flip-flopped.
Beat the pig to marshmallow. Its breath: interrupt.
I skin. You cane. You can’t tell, with die naked 
eye, cane from cane’s shadow onto a pig’s side dropped.
Fifty minutes: its blinking eye to the side dropped.
I am ashamed of my family.
Into the hedge, I, the pig’s hindquarters flopped.
Meet my eye; fever ribbons to the wayside dropped.
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Gregory Downs
T h e  C u r r e n c y  O f T h e  W o r l d
MY MOTHER’S FINGERS WORRIED OVER a yellow 
hair ribbon. We were sitting in the kitchen. She had recently cut 
her long hair, and for the past few days she had played with these 
unnecessary ribbons, reminders of her past life.
“Eat,” I said. I slid one pimento cheese sandwich across the 
kitchen table. There was an extra chair at die table now, a re­
minder of Dickie, my mother’s new boyfriend. There wasn’t 
anything wrong with Dickie; I just didn’t like him. But my mother 
did. That was why I was moving in with my grandmother. I bit 
into my own sandwich.
“I’ll miss having my sandwich man here,” she said. She bent 
her head toward me. I smelled apples, the scent o f her sham­
poo. I looked out the window at the empty parking lot.
“Ronnie, tell me something smart,” she said. “Anything.”
“Do you know what Abraham Lincoln said about farming?” 
I said. Lincoln had been born a county away from us in central 
Kentucky, but his birthplace was just a sign on the interstate. 
“He said, cMy father taught me how to farm. But he never taught 
me how to like it.’”
“That’s a good one,” she said.
The phone rang. I glared. The phone rang again. It didn’t 
matter who was calling. I folded my hands together in front of 
me.
“I don’t want him here,” I said.
My mother ran her finger over the white tabletop. Her eyes 
followed her finger’s movements. “He listens to me,” she said. 
“One time we were out at the lake and I started talking about 
your father running off and all those times in the past. Things 
that don’t matter now. By the time I shut up, the sun was coming 
up. I figured he’d be sore, or bored, but he was still listening. I 
could tell from the way he looked at me.”
I stood up.
“This wasn’t even a real offer,” she said. “This was just a 
threat. You can’t accept it. I don’t allow you to.”
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That was what she said, but she followed me out to the park­
ing lot. The sun was low in the sky behind us. There were a few 
boys playing kickball in the parking lot. They shaded their eyes 
with their hands. I knew we looked strange together. I was 14. 
My mother was 32, but appeared a little younger. We looked too 
close in age to be a parent and child, and too far apart to be 
lovers.
My grandmother, my mother and I were all the same height 
that June —  5-foot-7-and-a-half —  but my grandmother stood 
a forehead above us on the doorstep. Next to her faded green 
house, my grandmother seemed to be boiling with color, all
scrubbed red cheeks and bulging brown eyes.
“Here’s my boy,” Mee-Maw said. She licked her finger and
rubbed it against my cheek. “You go on inside.”
My mother pulled me to her tightly; I could feel her breasts 
mashing against me. Behind her, I saw the tiny houses along my 
grandmother’s block.
“That’s enough now,” Mee-Maw said. My father’s last name 
was printed in black letters on my duffel bag —  CLIDELL. I 
reached inside, to feel for the things that I did not want to forget: 
a book o f coins, a newspaper ad for bras that I’d found in the 
school bus.
“It’s just an adjustment period,” my mother said.
“It’s always other people who have to adjust to you, isn’t it?” 
Mee-Maw said.
They stood there quietly for a few minutes. Then I heard my 
mother’s footsteps. As she drove away, the undercarriage o f her 
car scraped against the sidewalk. Every year the rain deepened 
the gulch; every year the town wouldn’t do anything about it. It 
was something my mother always complained about.
I tossed my duffel bag on my cousin L.J.’s bed. I had slept 
here before, when my mother had dates, but never for more than 
a night.
That night, as we lay in bed together, my cousin L.J. and I 
played Fathers. It was a game we had devised a long time ago. 
“L.J.?” I said.
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“Scoot over. ” He was too big —  6-feet-tall and 180 pounds 
—  to share a bed.
I slid to the edge. “So where’s your father now?”
“Okay.” He propped himself up on his elbow. “My father is 
floating off the coast o f Destin. In a big white boat with a 
blond girl. And every morning, they wake up when they want to, 
and decide where they’ll let the ocean take them.” He played 
with his thin blond mustache. “Aren’t you a little old for this?” 
“My Dad’s at Cape Canaveral, getting trained by John Glenn 
and Neil Armstrong,” I said. “H e’s going to colonize the moon. 
Those first astronauts will be kings o f the moon. They can make 
the rules that the other colonists will have to follow.”
“Your dad’s in the Army, genius. He was at Fort Knox.” 
“The people in the Air Force told him he could do both.” 
L.J. sat up. The sheet slid down his chest. “What the hell are 
you doing here?”
“Waiting for my mother to wake up,” I said.
“Obviously you don’t know much about romance.”
There was silence, before I broke it. “Did you hear about 
jimmy Reston’s dad?” I said. Our game always turned to putting 
down other people’s fathers. “He was driving his rig back from 
Cincinnati and he got in early, so he thought he’d surprise every­
one. Boy did he surprise them. He caught his wife in bed with 
Mark Armistead. Then he beat them both with an aluminum 
bat. Jimmy said the bat made a hollow sound when it hit.”
L.J. leaned back in tine bed. “Well, Debbie Musial’s father was 
chasing after one o f his daughter’s boyfriends and stepped in an 
irrigation ditch. Now he has to wear a cast for six weeks.” 
“Who’s the boy?”
“I ain’t telling.” L.J. rolled over so that he faced the wall. I 
had seen Mee-Maw scrubbing the peach-colored makeup stains 
out o f L.J.’s collars. Those girls must have scraped their cheeks 
against him awfully hard. I wanted to masturbate.
“But you should have heard Mr. Musial yell when he landed,” 
L.J. said. Then he laughed, and I did too.
The sharp rapping o f Mee-Maw’s knuckles on die wooden 
door woke me the next morning. “Grass is growing,” she said. 
“Rise and shine.”
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“I’ll get up when you shut up,” L.J. said, not too loud.
I made my way to the table for bacon and eggs.
“You wash your hands before you eat,” Mee-Maw said to me.
I opened my book o f coins. There was a princess pictured 
on an old twenty-shilling piece from Barbados who looked my 
mother, but I couldn’t find anyone who looked like Mee-Maw. 
She didn’t have the kind o f face you’d want to carry around in 
your pocket.
I picked a slab o f bacon from my plate and bit into it. My 
grandmother pulled a stack o f crinkled papers, bound by a thin 
gray string, from her purse. It was my report card. She started 
to read it to me. “Daydreams in class,” she said. “You’re day­
dreaming right now, aren’t you? You know what you need? You 
need something to do.”
She walked back to L.J.’s door. “Get up before the grass gets 
past your ankles.”
I heard the creaking o f bedspnngs. Then L.J. opened the 
door.
“You could at least be decent,” Mee-Maw said.
L.J. shook his head at me. I felt ashamed o f my boyish obe­
dience at the kitchen table. I set my bacon back on my plate. 
When L.J. nodded to me, I followed him.
“You can’t listen to her,” L.J. said. “She’s just mad about the 
things she’s done. You and I are just grass under the blade. We’re 
just what’s in the way.”
My grandmother stood behind the screen door and studied 
our every movement. When she glared at us like that, I could 
not imagine that there were any mistakes in her past worth mak­
ing up for.
That morning, we mowed the lawns o f all the neighbors Mee- 
Maw favored: the old sisters across the street, who held the drapes 
back so they could check on our progress; the amputee, who 
lived down the block; the widowed mechanic next door, who 
had a 16-year-old daughter named Laura Ann. Mee-Maw never 
asked these people if they wanted their yards cut, and she never 
took any money from them. But there were two houses we did 
not mow because their occupants were having an affair. For all
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these reasons, I believed we were the aristocrats o f  our street. I 
held my head in what I thought was a haughty pose.
While we mowed, Laura Ann lay propped up on one elbow 
on her father’s lawn. The blue pages o f  Seventeen flashed up from 
the grass. L.J. kept to the far side o f  her yard. He slowed down 
and pointed at the edge o f  the lawn. “See how I ran the wheel 
over the last row we cut? D on’t leave any ridges. She goes crazy 
if she sees ridges.”
Laura Ann rolled over into the fresh-mown grass when we 
drew up close to her. The cuttings stuck to her t-shirt.
“Leonard,” she said. Somehow her dark red shirt blended 
perfectly with the light brown soil and green grass. “Ain’t that 
your real name?” She smiled. I saw that her teeth had yellowed 
near the gumline. She saw me looking and shut her mouth. A 
light bloom  o f  acne fluttered underneath her short black bangs, 
but with those exceptions, she was lovely, with long, muscular 
legs and tanned, smooth skin. H er face was almost beautiful, 
but her nose and her eyes were too large for her narrow cheeks.
“Think I could pose like this?” she said. She turned the maga­
zine so we could see a soft drink ad that showed a girl in a blue 
bikini on a white beach.
“I bet you do.” L.J. winked at her, then pushed the lawnmower 
back to our yard.
She watched him walk away. “I don’t belong in any maga­
zine,” she said to me. “I like to call him Leonard, ‘cause I know 
it’s his name. I heard his grandm other call him that one time. 
M ost people don’t know that L.J.’s not his name.” She stood and 
brushed the grass from her belly, and then she walked to her 
house. H er copy o f  Seventeen was lying in the grass. Once I saw 
her door close, I scooped up the magazine and carried it inside.
“Why don’t you go after her?” I asked L.J. later. “She likes 
you.”
“W hat would I do with her?”
“I don’t know,” I said. “W hat do you do with the other pretty 
girls?”
“Pretty?” he said. “You’d think so.”
He turned on the radio. We heard a sappy love song. L.J. 
m outhed the words and closed his eyes. At times like tins, when 
he seemed handsome and desirable and capable o f  shutting out
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the world with just a radio, I wanted to be just like him. To be 
him, in fact. But I knew that I couldn’t.
I was reading through my book o f coins, sitting in bed. Mee- 
Maw was standing in the doorway.
“You know what a book is?” she said. “Ink on a page. If  
they arranged the ink a different way, it would be the Bible. O r a 
poison pen letter. It doesn’t mean anything.”
I kept reading. I was used to being left alone.
“You want to see a coin?” she said. “Here’s one.”
She tossed a quarter. It bounced on the bedspread and slid 
onto the floor. She tossed a penny, and then a dime, and then 
another quarter. She was tossing them a little harder, purposely 
hitting me on the elbow, plunking them against the wooden head­
board.
“Stop it,” I said.
“This is real,” she said. “This can hurt you.”
I heard a car scrape against die sidewalk, then the screen door 
close. I rolled toward L.J., so she wouldn’t know I was listening. 
In the quiet o f the house, I could hear Mee-Maw and my mother 
talking in the living room.
“H e’s a daydreamer,” Mee-Maw said. “Did you even read his 
report card?”
“Didn’t you ever get a B-minus?” my mother said.
“I’ve been a B-minus my whole life, and so have you, and so 
has L.J. Not just in school.”
I slipped on a white t-shirt and walked into the living room. 
The Groucho Marx Show played on the TV. Groucho shook 
ash from his cigar onto his long wooden desk. My mother 
slouched at one end o f the long green couch. Mee-Maw sat in 
her chair. I slid in next to my mother. I smelled the apples in her 
hair.
“Do you like my hair?” she said. “It’s a new me.”
“You had it cut before I left.”
“I’m just the same then, I guess.”
We all turned to the television. Groucho gave one o f his 
nyuk-nyuk laughs. Mee-Maw clicked off the television. “It’s 
time for you to go to bed, Ronnie.”
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“Good night, Ronnie,” my mother said. “Think about things.”
I walked into the bedroom  and stood in the doorway, listen­
ing.
“Close the door,” L.J. said. “There’s no good in listening to 
them.” I walked across the floor quietly, so I could hear their last 
words.
“You’re impossible,” my m other said.
“Life’s impossible,” Mee-Maw said. “I’m  just the truth.”
My m other slammed the door. I waited for the sound o f  her 
starting the Pinto, the thunk-scrape o f  her pulling away from 
me.
Laura Ann tapped her fingernail on the screen door. “Is your 
grandm other home?” she said.
I shoved her Seventeen magazine under the couch, tucking my 
bra advertisement inside. I had watched Laura Amn sunbathe on 
the lawn all month. I imagined her in all those magazine poses 
when I masturbated.
“I just had to ask her a question,” Laura Ann said. “W here’s 
L.J.?”
“O ut with some girls.”
“H e’s just sowing his oats,” she said. “H e’ll come back to me 
when he’s done. That’s what men do. They boomerang. T hat’s 
what makes them men.”
“Did you know I’ve read more books than Abraham Lincoln 
did in his whole life? It’s not that impressive.” And truly, she 
didn’t seem impressed. “Most people have. He just liked to read 
a few books over and over, that’s all.”
“So?” she said.
“D id you know you’re talking to a future ambassador to 
France?” I don’t know why I said France. I could just as easily 
have said Malaysia, or Atlantis.
She rolled her eyes. “Say something in French then,” she 
said.
“I can’t.”
Just then, we heard the scrape o f  a car on the sidewalk. My 
grandm other’s cloudy Rambler pulled up the driveway.
“Mrs. Nattes, I just wanted to see if I could get some flour
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from you,” Laura Ann said when Mee-Maw joined us. “I’m try­
ing to make some biscuits for my father.”
“Just a minute,” Mee-Maw said. She carried the amputee’s 
laundry into the kitchen, where she and Laura Ann talked. 
“Honey, you need to get your mind off L.J. If  I were you, I’d 
find a boy who liked me, instead o f chasing everywhere after 
some boy I like. I’m not saying this out o f meanness.” I wasn’t 
sure if I believed her or not.
My mother rolled down the window of her Pinto. “Are you 
coming to visit or not?” she said. She was parked on the street. 
“I didn’t want to wreck the car by pulling it up the driveway. You 
know I hate the way the sidewalk scrapes.”
I carried the book o f coins out to the car. “Let me show you 
something,” I said. “You look just like her.” I pointed to the 
Barbados coin.
My mother turned to look at the page. She ran her finger 
along the edge o f the princess’ face. Then she laughed.
“You’ve been reading about too many politicians,” she said. 
“You’re full o f promises.”
I looked again at the book. Now that I had them both side 
by side, my mother didn’t look like the princess. Mom’s skin was 
yellow, not copper. There were gray strands in her brown hair. 
And her expression wasn’t regal. More like a smirk.
“Let’s go,” I said. When we got to our apartment buildings, 
they looked more drab than I remembered, with their dark red 
bricks and their brown paneling around the windows. All the 
curtains were drawn tight.
A few lamps had been set up in the corners o f our apart­
ment. And another chair had been added to the table, but the 
room didn’t look much different. It was the smell that was new, 
something masculine and sweaty and disgusting to me. I thought 
I was choking.
“Can’t we open a window?” I said. “It stinks in here.”
“Let me get you a Coke,” my mother said. “I don’t know if I 
should say this to you, but I’ve been enjoying myself.” She placed 
my Coke on the table. “I wish you were here, o f course.” She 
took a sip from her own drink. Her lipstick smudged the edge 
of the glass.
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“I’m going to be ambassador to France,” I said.
“Oh, really?” she said. “And what am I going to wear to your 
balls?”
“If you’re invited.”
“Fine,” she said. “If.” Later we walked back to the car with­
out saying anything.
L.J. dropped his summer school World History book on his 
TV tray. It wobbled on its stand. “Let me show you some­
thing,” he said.
“Shouldn’t you keep studying?” I said. “You have a test on 
Friday.” He had to retake World History and French during the 
summer, to make up for his F’s.
L.J. carried a copy o f a girlie magazine into the living room. 
It had a bright white cover showing a naked woman pinching 
one nipple. She seemed to float in midair. I closed my geometry 
notebook. Why did these women look so bored? Didn’t they 
know that men, that boys, would be staring at them?
Neither L.J. nor I spoke, but I could hear his breathing. I’m 
sure he could hear mine. Finally, he flipped to the middle, where 
a woman drove her car into a mechanic’s shop, and immediately 
stripped down. Then they simulated sex in tine backseat. I imag­
ined all the women in France.
“You’ve never seen anything like that up close, have you?” he 
said. “It’ll make you forget those books, I bet.”
“And you have?”
He showed his sharp white teeth when he smiled. Then he 
looked out the window. “Look at Laura Ann,” he said. She was 
standing on the sidewalk, talking to a boy in a blue sedan. She 
leaned toward the boy so she could hear him better.
“I hate her,” I said.
“You don’t have to hate somebody just because they disap­
point you,” he said. He carried the magazine back to our bed­
room.
I ran my hands over the brown leather cover of my book of 
coins. That smooth cover felt like money to me. The title o f the 
book, The Currency of the World, was printed in embossed gold 
letters. The pages were slick. I touched all the famous men and
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women there. I liked every part of the book, except the Ameri­
can section. Who cared about seeing a print o f Abraham Lincoln’s 
face on a penny? I could see one o f those in my pocket. The 
ones I liked were from places far away, like Barbados, or France.
A strange metallic clink drifted through the windows from 
Laura Ann’s house. I walked to the porch.
Laura Ann’s father was kneeling on his sidewalk over a huge 
mound o f coins. He flicked the nickels, dimes, and pennies into 
separate piles with his fingers. With each flip, he murmured a 
number. He was counting his coins. “Fifty-seven” for dimes. 
“Seventy-two” for nickels. “Eighty-one” for pennies. I had never 
heard anything like the noise o f metal on metal when they settled 
into their rightful places. One o f his tosses missed its mark, 
smacking seven nickels into some dying shrubs in his flower gar­
den. His fingers rooted through the dirt for the coins.
Laura Ann walked out o f the house. I expected that she 
would talk to him, but instead she stepped carefully over his hands, 
not looking down at him.
“What are you doing for the Fourth?” she said when she got 
over to our house. She just wanted to find out about L.J.
“When did you go mute?” Laura Ann said. “I thought you 
wouldn’t shut up.”
“We’re all going to be at the lake, okay? I don’t feel like talk­
ing to you.”
“You’re always the one trying to talk to me.” The truth o f it 
made everything seem worse.
“At least I’m not a whore,” I said. I made my hand into a fist, 
not because I was mad at her.
She drew in her breath, as if to yell, but she spoke quietly. 
“It’ll take more money than you’ll ever have, Mr. Ambassador.” 
On her way back to her house, she knelt down in front o f her 
father. They spoke briefly, then she went inside. Her father was 
still sorting his coins.
Mee-Maw spread an old quilt on the dry ground. She placed 
her picnic basket in the center. Then she faced the lake. There 
were only a few people at the park this early for the Fourth o f 
July picnic. The wind raised small waves in the middle o f the 
lake.
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“We used to have a great big house out here, my daddy and 
my sisters did,” she said. She pointed toward a small bay at the 
far end o f the lake. Leafy bushes grew up from the edge o f the 
shore and stretched out over the water. “I used to live there, )ust 
like my sisters did. I watched them fill up this little valley, just a 
few inches o f water an hour. First our windows, then the roof­
top, then the chimney. They were going to flood south o f here, 
but somebody was worried it would cover Lincoln’s birthplace. 
Nobody cares about my birthplace.”
The wind brushed her hair into her eyes. “There are so many 
weaknesses. Men, and girls, and sloth in all my children, and all 
my children’s children.”
Mee-Maw turned her stare on me. “L.J.’s going to be gone in 
a year,” she said. “And then you and I are going to chase that 
weakness out o f you.”
A warm wind blew across the lake and made me shiver.
L.J. kicked the picnic basket open and took out an apple turn­
over. “Figures we’d find the glum twins here,” he said.
“You wash your hands?” Mee-Maw said. L.J. ignored her. 
My mother held Dickie’s wrist in her hand as they walked up. 
Fie was her old boyfriend from high school, just out o f the ser­
vice and just divorced. He fingered his curly hair and his long 
beard without seeming to notice where we were.
“I’ve got one for you, Bub,” he said when he sat down. I 
hated being called Bub. “Knock knock. Julius Caesar.”
My mother nudged me with her elbow. “Julius Caesar who?” 
my mother said.
“julius sees her in her underpants,” he said. He raised his 
eyebrows. My mother slapped his arm and let her fingers stay 
there.
“Ha. Ha. Ha,” I said.
“Brighten up,” my mother said. “Please?”
Mee-Maw passed out pork chop sandwiches to everyone, start­
ing with me.
“Didn’t we have some big times at this lake in high school?” 
my mother said to Dickie. “We used to lay out for hours in the 
sun and then dance when it turned dark.” She tapped L.J. on his 
knee. “What do you folks do out here?”
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“Nothing good,” L.J. said. He smiled.
“Young people think they invented every tiling,” my mother 
said. “Ronnie will be next.”
Mee-Maw scraped some crumbs off the blanket. She was 
staring at me, waiting.
“When I came back from the war, I used to walk around this 
lake for hours,” Dickie said. “I’d watch the sky reflected on its 
surface, and try to figure out what to do next. What do you see 
when you look in the lake, Bub?”
“Nothing,” I said. “I don’t look down.”
My mother touched me lightly on my shoulder, shocking me. 
But she didn’t seem to have felt the jolt. “You’re so serious,” she 
said.
“Don’t touch me,” I said, “with Dickie’s hand.”
“What a joke,” L.J. said. He walked off toward his friends, 
who were gathered around bright red pickup trucks in the park­
ing lot.
“Talking things out is a good thing,” Dickie said.
We all sat facing each other. It was getting dark. The first 
fireworks exploded behind us, and applause drifted from the 
crowd. Five, six, seven blasts sprung into the air in shades of 
red, blue, green, and yellow. The ashes dimmed when they re­
turned to the water, dark spots splashing near the silvery reflec­
tion o f the moon in the lake’s center.
As the fireworks exploded, Dickie and my mother held hands. 
Her fingertips curved over his hairy knuckles. She rubbed her 
fingers in small circles, without seeming to notice what she was 
doing.
Then the fireworks stopped. There was silence interrupted 
only by the distant sound of sleeping bags being zipped shut, 
until my mother touched my shoulder.
“Ronnie’s going to be ambassador to France,” my mother 
said to Dickie. “Won’t that be fun?”
“Why not Italy?” he said. “You’ll like the food better.” 
“Don’t talk to me,” I said. “You don’t care about me.” I 
pointed at my mother. “You just want to run around and still 
have me waiting for you.” I turned to Mee-Maw. “And you just 
want me to make up for your failures. You’re all being selfish.”
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My mother squeezed tighter on Dickie’s hand. He winced 
but he did not move. “I’ll buy that,” my mother said. “But what 
about you, Ronnie? Aren’t you being selfish too? It’s that way 
with everyone, with everything.”
“Please stop talking,” I said. I covered my ears.
Cars started in the distance. Horns honked their farewells. 
Dickie looked from eye to eye, but we were all o f us silent.
We walked to the parking lot without saying a word. My 
grandmother climbed into her old Rambler. My mother stood 
near the Pinto. Dickie sat in the driver’s seat.
“You’re my son, but you’re not an altar for me to sacrifice 
to,” my mother said.
“Get in,” Mee-Maw said. I sat down in the passenger’s seat 
and shut the door.
“Tomorrow we’re going to start learning French,” Mee-Maw 
said. “Do you know a single word of it?”
“No, Ma’am.”
“Neither do I. But we’ll study.”
Dickie was listening to the Pinto’s radio. His head was mov­
ing up and down in time to a song I couldn’t hear. He started to 
drive away, very slowly. My mother was staring out the far win­
dow at the highway. Beside me, Mee-Maw was chattering about 
our French lessons. It was clear to me that this car, the one I sat 
in, was reality, and that across the parking lot the car where Dickie 
and my mother sat was as fake as a dream. The choice I made 
was going to be that simple.
I chose the lie. As I ran to the Pinto, my mother reached 
back and opened the rear door. I didn’t look up until we were at 
least a mile away from that lake. My mother didn’t say anything. 
Dickie didn’t say anything either.
On July the fifth, my mother and I went by Mee-Maw’s house 
to pick up my things. The block was silent. Mee-Maw and L.J. 
were both gone, on purpose, I’m sure.
“I don’t trust you to go in yourself,” my mother said. “You 
might get nostalgic and want to stick around.” She bit her bot­
tom lip when she saw that I didn’t laugh.
“You’re going to get used to us,” she said. “You won’t even
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remember anything else.” She touched my cheek. I let her fin­
ger stay, but I didn’t look up.
“I guess,” I said. Inside the house, we packed quickly. After 
I stowed my clothes, I flipped through my book o f coins and 
looked again at the Barbados page, at that princess. The picture 
hurt me; the princess in the picture was better than my mother. I 
tossed the book on my cousin’s bed, where I knew Mee-Maw 
would find it.
“You love that book,” my mother said.
“I used to,” I said. We walked to the house.
Over at Laura Ann’s house, there were little trenches in the 
flowerbed where her father’s fingers had rooted for dropped coins. 
Seeing her house hurt me more than seeing my grandmother’s. I 
knew that I had to apologize. As I stood on her doorstep, I 
devised a little speech to tell her that I did not mean to hurt her 
feelings. I was sfll practicing when Laura Ann opened the door.
“I saw L.J. at the lake,” she said. “And you, and your mother, 
Mr. Ambassador.”
She smirked at me; she was making fun o f me; I wanted to 
hurt her.
“He said you were stupid,” I said. “He said he doesn’t like 
you anyway.”
“You’re an asshole,” she said.
“You’re dreaming,” I said. “Wake up.”
Laura Ann closed her window, dropped the shade. My mother 
was sitting in her Pinto, singing to the radio. She waved to me. I 
waved back. I stayed on Laura Ann’s porch a little longer, think­
ing of all the kind things I meant to say to Laura Ann, about the 
kind o f person I might be if I could say them, but I did not 
know how. My mother honked her horn, and I walked down the 
steps toward her.
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Diane M oroff
Two W o m e n  D r i n k i n g  C o f f e e
Though eye to mouth’s the usual link, a yen for the lemons 
or liquor on Vuillard’s table, this time it’s eyes to fingers, 
which tickle and need a good rub; he wants to touch to see 
if touch will turn a line of lime-green (the hem of linen 
patting a woman’s knee), to a memory of rabbits 
in a field from the story his daughter pemied like a fence 
on her bedroom wall, which he can’t understand 
how he’s forgotten, and knows he should remember
Sleepy in the room’s flush humidity, a younger woman forgets 
herself and tips forward as if to press glass against canvas 
with enough pressure to unleash any moisture still in the desert 
oils; then it’s rimy recollection of a game of Statues; when they spun 
each other in the green light of early evening into whatever they wanted 
to be—ferry-captain or fire-eater, say—though the real labor was to resist 
bath and bed of grass growing dark, easy in their ignorance of this 
first fall to shapes their lives might fail to keep
But with few failures left, a man old before anything else, 
and dressed politely in his brown suit for strangers who part 
the sidewalk, is grateful he can’t touch as the painting startles 
this morning; through spotted and soiled glasses, he sees 
what he missed last time: the arousing curve of his girlfriend’s 
backside, a three-quarter view in muted collage for bone sunk beneath 
a perfect wave of fat, beneath the only skin on her body un-ffeckled, 
and almost green, like the green in flesh that painters see
Olive green for the guard, so it’s the flesh and oil of fruit 
he imagines Vuillard has turned to wallpaper, and the women’s 
frocks are mustard, beer-bitter, and coarse at their edges; every day 
he nibbles at what the painter has left, reaches for the bowl of sweet 
coffee haunting table and toast, stews over meddlers elsewhere 
in the house, and listens to the women’s languor. And just before 
closing,
he does what no one else can: warbles hush little ladies, then kisses 
their fat, sad cheeks a very saucy goodnight.
.
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William 'Esposito
W o r k
In town she showed her child the hanged man. He wouldn’t 
work she said.
O r he would work poorly and then be dismissed. How your 
grandmother cried when she
Saw him come home early. How poor we were.
The woman showed her child a man standing on the corner. 
He will stand all day she said.
It was cold and still only morning. Mother and son went again 
to look at the hanged man.
He was a lout she said and a loafer. The child remembered
How they had once played games. His bald head was a globe. 
The child put his small
Hands on it and the hanged man said
Raja and his nckshawallah have come to the Hooghly to bathe
O r some other nonsense. On the table was a bowl o f tongue 
and from the alleys a braying,
Lowing, mewling and laughing.
Now lovers and small birds were collecting in the grass.
They won’t kiss all day she said. She showed her child the 
memorials to war.
These stone horses won’t always be older than you. The 
veterans who sit in the park won’t
Always sit.
The man who won’t work will never work. After the hanged 
man has been hanged we may
Begin to cut him down.
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William Esposito
T h e  U n c o n s c io u s  M a n
Mother turns the garden with a trowel. She uncovers a catfish, 
then another. She floats the fish in a metal basin, in its sick milky 
water. Overnight, the fish improve, and the water clears.
A police car discharges a lunatic onto the boulevard. For several 
hours, he picks mosquitoes from the pavement. One by one, he 
puts them on his arms, his neck. Then he finds a gun, in a sand­
wich bag in the sewer.
A woman anguishes on the floor. She reclaims herself and goes 
to her conjugal bed. I take the catfish to the river, and the over­
turns them inside out, inside out again. They grow small, and I 
poke them through the skin o f the air.
I forget myself. I name my dead son Jack.
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Kathryn Hunt
T h e  B otany  L e sso n
Isn’t a wonder
the way the tree drinks
from the light?
The way it buries 
its bruised roots 
in stone?
This is the world I mean!
The one where 
at the hour 
our work is ended,
I lie down next to you 
and the earth fills 
with the sound 
o f  rain.
Tell me.
Tell me again 
the many names 
for a tree.
Can’t you see the leaves 
falling there 
where I kneel 
beneath the branches?
Those leaves contain 
all o f  my life.
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Kathryn Hunt
B a m b o o
Today I laid a path o f broken 
blue stones in the garden,
Bear Creek basalt 
quarried from the ribs 
o f a mountain near here.
The stones draw an arc through the garden,
and inside the crescent
the young sasa vecheii grows
in a patch o f good soil
where I mean it to flourish.
Where two months ago
I knelt one gray morning
and coaxed tender starts
from their plastic containers,
laid each one
in a dark, scented hollow
scooped from the earth, as if from a grave,
and abandoned it there
with its roots in the mud,
to enter paradise
all on its own.
Already the fierce bamboo 
sends its nocturnal shoots 
nosing through the damp clay.
I saw the blind, bloodless wands o f new growth 
when I dug the trenches for my stones 
earlier today.
One day I’ll look from the window to see
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a thousand green leaves held aloft,
their tender palms turned toward the sky—
saying, This is the body, the blood,
here, where flesh comes down
into fresh earth, where water
comes down.
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Dave Kurasch
M o o n l i g h t , S id e w a l k , T e q u il a
To help her was not in question; she could not help herself.
I would not learn her name, am not sure I can picture her face. 
Her breathing came slow—  the gaps in a long freight tram, 
the rattling the track accepts with its slight reluctance.
I brought my hands under her arms, lifted.
I held her weight, startled by the pulse o f her heart.
The first time I lifted up a gun, too —  
that weight without any words.
The body —
no bartering, no confiding, without any o f our tiny prides.
Her body, mine.
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J. Robert Lennon
S h o r t c u t
ONE NIGHT, W HEN I WAS young, I fell asleep while driv­
ing down a Midwestern two-lane county highway and woke in­
stantly to find myself on a wide, empty interstate in a powerful 
thunderstorm. I pulled off the road and waited until the rain 
stopped, then drove to the next exit, where I found a motel and 
checked in for the night. I was met the next morning by bright 
sunlight and a feeling o f disorientation, because, although the 
sleep had refreshed me, I had no idea where I was. A glance at 
the telephone book in my room reminded me that I was in Iowa. 
This mystery solved, I went out to the cafeteria adjoining the 
lobby o f the hotel and sat down to eat breakfast.
Seats were scarce, so when a young woman asked if she could 
join me, I was happy to oblige her. I engaged her in conversation 
and soon realized we were headed in the same direction. Since 
she had been stranded here by a bout o f engine trouble, I of­
fered to drive her die rest o f the way. She happily accepted.
By the end of our trip, the young woman and I had fallen in 
love, and within a year we were married. Now we live together in 
another part o f die country, our children moved out, and near­
ing the age we were when we met. The story o f our meeting in 
the Iowa motel is told often to guests, and occasionally we retell 
it to one another, for sentimental reasons.
That morning, as we climbed into die car together, I recalled 
die sudden change in die highway and the weather the previous 
night. When I’d gotten setded behind die wheel, I consulted my 
map to see where I’d gone wrong. I was at first puzzled, then 
horrified, to discover that die road I’d been driving on was prac­
tically parallel to the one I’d exited alter the storm, with as many 
as sixty miles separating the two. In order to switch from one to 
die other, I would have had to make several connections on un- 
iamiliar country roads, which might have taken more dian ninety 
minutes. I had no memory of this drive, and could not have 
known how to accomplish it without careful study o f the map. 
Nonetheless, I appeared to have done so while sleeping.
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When, years later, I finally told my wife, she dismissed out o f 
hand my version o f events and insisted that I must simply have 
found a shortcut.
T w in s
In college I knew a young man and woman, twin brother and 
sister, remarkable for their affinity: they were both slight, blond­
haired and handsome; spoke with the same emphatic rhythm; 
walked with a confident, long-legged stride and liked the same 
music, food, art, and film. They finished one another’s sentences 
and were adept at games o f pantomime, during which it some­
times seemed each could read the other’s mind. The two were 
inseparable, and could occasionally be persuaded to tell the story 
o f how their birth parents were killed in an auto accident, and 
how they came to be adopted by the dean o f our college and his 
wife. They had been a campus fixture since their infancy, and 
were well known and loved by students, faculty and staff alike.
When they were about to graduate, the twins were gravely 
injured in their own auto accident. Though they survived, it was 
discovered in the hospital that not only were they not twins, they 
were not even related. Repeated blood tests confirmed this fact, 
and the story briefly became a national news item of the “strange 
but true” variety. After a few years, however, the story vanished, 
as did the twins.
Many years later I learned, from a mutual acquaintance, that 
the twins had married. They invited most o f their closest friends 
to the wedding, but few came, or even responded to the invita­
tion. According to my acquaintance, who did attend, the dean 
and his wife were not there either.
Though my acquaintance saw nothing morally wrong with 
the union, she did report that their first dance together after 
exchanging vows was a shocking sight, and one she would never 
forget. The twins danced face to face, holding each other with 
passionate intensity, the line between them like a mirror that re­
flected everything but their gender. No one joined them on the 
floor, for that dance or any other.
The twins send out a family newsletter every year, complete
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with photographs and news. They have adopted a number o f 
children o f various races and nationalities, but have had none o f 
their own. There is no consensus among their former friends 
about whether this is due to some fertility problem, or if it rep­
resents a final taboo that not even the twins themselves dared 
break.
H e ir l o o m
I remember deer hunting with my father when I was a young 
man. He always carried the same antiquated rifle, its stock and 
trigger worn from use. Once he pointed out the nearly obliter­
ated remains o f  a carved set o f initials, and he told me the rifle 
had belonged to his own father, who killed himself when my 
father was still a boy In fact, he said, the suicide was committed 
with this very rifle.
It wasn’t until I was much older that I realized how horrifying 
this revelation was, so horrifying that I later convinced myself I 
had made the whole story up.
When my father killed himself, I inherited the rifle. By then I 
had a son o f my own, but I had given up hunting in the fall. I put 
the rifle, along with some other possessions o f my father’s I 
couldn’t bear to sell, into a selt-storage warehouse outside town.
At those times when my unhappiness becomes most difficult 
to bear, I drive out to the warehouse and stare at the gray corru­
gated steel door my father’s things are stored behind. This never 
fails to improve my mood. I don’t bring the key on these excur­
sions, o f course; I haven’t seen the key in years and would be 
hard-pressed to tell you where it is.
T h e  M o t h e r s
Local mothers banded together to exchange advice about and 
support for the difficult task, which they all shared, o f  balancing 
personal ambition and fulfillment with the demands o f home 
and family. Their association was regarded as a great success, and 
a new sense o f confidence and calm seemed to settle over our 
town, the likes o f which had not previously been seen.
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So fond o f  one another did area mothers become that they 
arranged to take a trip together, an ocean cruise. Area fathers 
rearranged their work schedules to accommodate the mothers, 
and prepared to emulate, while they were away, those qualities 
most commonly associated with the mothers.
While the mothers were gone, our town’s business, both pri­
vate and professional, stopped entirely, and the streets filled up 
with fathers and children acting in a manner that encompassed 
not only fatherliness and childishness, but motherlmess as well. 
It was impossible to pm down exactly what behavior, speech, or 
patterns o f thought constituted this motherlmess, yet all agreed 
that there was a surrogate motherlmess in the air, neither as full 
nor as satisfying as the real thing, yet a fair substitute nonethe­
less.
When the mothers returned, their own inherent qualities had 
intensified, or perhaps it only seemed that way, as we had grown 
used to their absence. Whatever the case, this motherlmess, com­
bined with that which we had developed without them, created 
an excess, and emotions ran high for several weeks while we re­
gained our equilibrium.
Though no one wishes to deprive the mothers o f further 
associations, we all found this experience unsetding, and have 
asked them to refrain in the future from departing all at once. To 
this, the mothers have agreed, though not without some reluc­
tance.
T h e  F a t h e r s
The fathers in our town began to worry that they were paying 
their children insufficient attention, so a coalition o f concerned 
fathers, headed by the mayor (a father o f four), organized a pic­
nic to be held at our lakeside park, which all the fathers and their 
children were expected to attend. Those games traditionally played 
between fathers and children— baseball and football, for ex­
ample— were organized; foods, such as hot dogs and hamburg­
ers, that children most commonly associated with their fathers, 
were cooked; and live entertainment determined to be fatherly in 
nature— specifically, a rock concert— was scheduled.
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Few would argue that the fathers and children did not have a 
good time. Nevertheless, things did not go quite as planned. The 
children objected to the fathers’ participation in games, as their 
large size and supenor skills upset the balance o f play. The foods, 
which the children especially savored, were refused by many fa­
thers, who, concerned about their health, wished to avoid cho­
lesterol and fat. And the rock concert, which addressed the gen­
erational gap by including both “oldies” and loud contemporary 
music, succeeded at neither, driving the children to the lakeside, 
where they threw rocks into the water and at one another, and 
pushing the fathers into little groups, where they discussed sports 
and drank beer.
When the picnic was over, some suggested that the very de­
tachment from their children that the fathers displayed was a 
defining characteristic o f fatherhood, and should be embraced, 
not discouraged. This suggestion was received with approval by 
fathers and children alike, and no further picnics are planned.
M o n e y
At present, we have accumulated some debt, and though we 
often wish it were gone entirely, we recognize that there is some 
satisfaction in reducing it incrementally through our monthly 
payments. The payments, though small, imbue our bill-paying 
with a sense o f greater purpose, as in making them we are work­
ing gradually toward the greater goal o f  debt elimination.
That said, we are not fully satisfied with our current income 
level, nor with the speed o f our debt reduction. At the present 
rate, our debt would be erased some years after our planned re­
tirement. Ideally, we would like to pay o ff our debt at exactly the 
time o f our retirement. This would necessitate a twenty-percent 
increase in our earnings.
However, it would not necessarily be better to earn even more 
than that. Still greater earnings would fulfill our desires too quickly, 
leaving us with years o f aimless living, during which we would 
miss our longtime goal o f erasing debt.
Then again, paying off our debt at retirement might prove 
equally unsatisfying. Perhaps it is our longing for a twenty-per-
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cent increase in earnings that pleases us, rather than the increase 
itself, insofar as the increase is a plausible, bu t unlikely, circum ­
stance, and the longing is a sure th ing  Perhaps w hat we really 
need is a decrease in earnings, so that we will pay o f f  our debt 
approximately at the time o f  our deaths, o r no t at all, yet still 
enjoy imagining the possibility o f  debt elimination.
Still, if an earnings increase or unexpected windfall were to 
come our way, we would accept it instantly.
D a m n e d  I f Y o u  D o
I do no t attend church as I did in my youth, as I have since 
learned things that convince me o f  the spuriousness o f  my reli­
gion. Yet I feel guilty for failing to attend. I f  I do go to church, I 
am  lying, which is sinful; yet if I do not, I am  sinning by my 
failure to worship. But if  my religion is spurious, then there is no 
sin; bu t if  my religion is no t spurious, then I sin by believing in 
its spuriousness.
I f  I live a life o f  virtue unconnected to the law o f  G od, then 
I m ock the law o f  G od, as virtue is a creation o f  His law. Yet, if 
I abandon G od, I m ust abandon virtue, and thus act against my 
own convictions. But if I believe that virtue is an inherent p rop­
erty o f  m an, then I m ust believe in an intelligence behind his 
existence. But if there is no intelligence behind his existence, 
there is no m ore value in virtue than in o ther form s o f  behavior. 
I f  I believe in Heaven, then I believe in G od, so my reluctance to 
w orship condem ns me to Hell. Yet if  I do no t believe in Hell, 
then I do no t believe in Heaven; so I m ust believe in the perm a­
nence o f  death, which is itself another hell.
I f  I am  fully happy as a non-observant believer, then I am 
dam ned, as I presum e to lead a full life w ithout worship. But if  I 
am  fully happy as a non-believer, then I am  a fool, because my 
death will be perm anent. Therefore, I am  never fully happy.
U nlikely
M., once our close friend, gradually became unbearable as 
her life’s disappointm ents led to bitterness, finger-pointing, and
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crude gossip. We took our time returning her letters and phone 
calls, finally refusing to answer them at all, and eventually the 
letters and calls stopped entirely.
Then, just when we thought we would never again hear from 
her, she contacted us with the terrible news that she had been 
diagnosed with cancer, and was beginning treatment immedi­
ately. Horrified, we apologized for our past inattentiveness to 
her problems, promising to stay in close touch during her time 
o f need. It seemed now that our complaints about her personal­
ity had been petty and perhaps even inaccurate; indeed, it was 
hard to remember exactly what we had found so unappealing 
about this friend, whose bravery in the face o f death revealed 
her as a woman o f strong, even extraordinary, character.
After a battle o f  several years, M. succeeded in defeating the 
cancer, and her doctors reported with pleased surprise that the 
disease was unlikely to recur. We sent her a large fruit basket in 
congratulation, accompanied by a letter expressing our gratitude 
for her years o f loyal friendship.
However, our friend’s restored health did little to prevent fur­
ther personal and professional failures, which amassed in much 
the way they had before she was sick, and she again resorted to 
monotonous grumbling, accusation, and slander. Once again she 
became difficult to bear, and again we cut her off, more confi­
dent than ever in the rightness o f our reaction, even going so far 
as to surmise that her illness may have been the result, not o f 
random misfortune or genetic error, but o f her own bad habits, 
such as smoking, overeating, and indolence. When recently we 
learned through the grapevine that she had suffered a relapse 
and was not expected to survive, we were saddened, but remained 
convinced that such a thing was unlikely to happen to us.
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Aimee Bender; author of Girl in the Flammable Skirt 
and An Invisible Sign o f My Own, 
agreed to ponder some of life’s imponderables, 
complied by the CutBank staff
1 How d o e s  A i m e e  B e n d e r  f e e l  a b o u t . . .
• Lemon drops?
Nicely, this reminds me o f Haruki Murakami, a writer I can talk 
about forever. In his novel, The Wind-up Bird Chronicle, the mam 
character, Toru, quits smoking and takes up lemon drops instead. 
This book is one o f the very best books I’ve read in so long 
about writing, under the surface. It’s not about writing in topic, 
but somehow I learn huge tilings from it, as a writer. It unfolds 
with such a gentle patience, and reading it— even though it is 
often excruciatingly violent— is somehow a calming experience 
because his hand is so sure. I’ve been thinking a lot about inten­
tion with Murakami. Not calculated intention, but some kind of 
intuitive intention, if that makes sense. He writes some outra­
geous stuff that in the hands o f someone else would just be 
stupid or inane, but somehow, because he is so behind every 
single sentence, I fall for it fully.
The mural in the ladies’ toilet?
I imagine it in the actual toilet itself. So it’s temporary. It will only 
last until someone comes in and flushes. But the artist went in 
with some paintbrushes and paints and dripped them down into 
the bowl and swirled them into the water until she made what 
she wanted to. It’s o f a horse but it’s fairly abstract. It has to be, 
because die water still moves slightly widi die banging o f doors 
and those sinks turning on and off. Ripples, which make the 
horse run. It has 110 mane, yet. And aldiough this may offend 
some readers, the mural is meant to be in the toilet, it is meant 
for participation, as the artist does not use yellow, but allows the 
next pee-er to come in and finish die picture. Give diat horse a 
mane. Some find dns gross and flush as fast as they can. But
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maybe the one second before the flush— ah! She looks and sees 
the horse galloping its way down into the depths.
Monet’s eyeball?
Saw light.
An aerial view o f the coastline?
The Griffith Observatory here in L.A. is closing for three years 
for massive renovations. So I went with some friends to the Plan­
etarium show. Big metal structure in the middle, seats with wooden 
neck rests so you can see the domed ceiling. And they had a big 
photo (many big photos) o f the earth, with its aerial views o f 
coastlines. It is remarkably beautiful. And they talked about how 
we take our oceans for granted and how imperative they are. The 
aerial view always looks a bit like lace, too. Someone once re­
minded me that when you’re standing in the foam, you’re at the 
edge o f a continent. I’m not sure where I’m going with this one 
so I’m going to stop here.
The imploding lightbulb?
Apparently, according to a scientist friend o f mine, Dan, every 
lightbulb has its own lifespan, and you can’t know it just by look­
ing at it. That you could possibly buy a lightbulb that had an 
endless life, or a two second life. I need to confirm the details o f 
this with him, but it seems to fly in the face o f product-making, 
in a really lovely way. So whether or not they implode seems to 
be so highly unpredictable. Which leads nicely to the next phrase.
What about sinning?
What about it. What a good question that is. What about sin­
ning and what about not sinning? Who implodes when and where 
and why? If sinning is explosive, what do you call the implosive? 
Inner sinning? Sinnering? I guess you could probably learn a 
whole lot about a person if you asked them to define for you the 
biggest sin. Or the top five. Because they’re probably spending a
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ton o f  energy trying not to do those. But o f course it’ll vary with 
each person.
Formaldehyde?
I’m teaching a lot o f science majors right now, a G E require­
ment at USC, a class I made up on Classic and Contemporary 
Fairy Tales. They come in from the formaldehyde lab to the 
Grimm brothers and the chopping o ff o f stepsisters’ heels and 
toes. It’s puzzling to me, how to reach them. O f course I’ve 
only had two classes now but I want to try to teach reading with­
out boiling, things down to themes. It’s so tempting to do that, 
and I’m imagining that science majors in particular are going to 
want clarity even more than usual, but I want to try to maintain 
some kind o f core mystery in the stories. So this is something 
I’m wrestling with. I guess formaldehyde is also appropriate be­
cause when books are boiled down into clear cut themes or sum­
maries, I feel that they become corpse-like, filled with fluids, easy 
to dispose of. But what’s hard is that if I dispose o f “man v. 
man” and “man v. the environment” type stuff, and try to talk 
about a story otherwise, I often feel distinctly unverbal. A friend 
o f mine, Miranda, was talking about this lecture she went to on 
psychoanalysis. I wanted her to tell me about it but she said it 
was hard, that in a way she’d swallowed the concepts whole, and 
she would only learn and understand them in an articulate way 
when she had to defend them against people who disagreed. But 
they existed in her, not quite in words yet. She just had taken 
them in fully. I feel like that so often with books that I really 
love; I both want to notice the craft and the work behind it, but 
also I don’t. Something has been swallowed whole, and I under­
stand it best that way. It’s die deepest kind o f learning. This is a 
large part o f die joy o f reading for me. It’s somednng to aim for 
as a writer, and it’s just a difficulty as a teacher. A challenge.
That burning smell?
is bothering me. Please blow out the candle.
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Robin T. Chapman
I J o i n  T h e  W o m e n  o f  C h u r c h i l l  C o l l e g e
Beside me, the barebreasted girl with braids, 
a warrior’s stance, gazes stonily across the hall; 
her older sister, firm-bellied blue-marbled nude, 
waits at the Fellows’ back door, beside 
the statts o f office. On the wall, a woman 
sleepwalks through her charcoal portrait.
In the Senior Commons Room, another nude, 
small, curls up in langorous bronzed sleep 
by the stationery and blotting pad.
At dinner, the girl in the tartan skirt 
bangs the dishes and snaps her oversize 
rubber gloves, impatient to do the washing up 
while I’m still eating my visitor’s pudding.
The Fellows linger, talking The Critique 
o f Pure Reason, quantum tunneling.
Outside the Flail, opposite Churchill’s bust 
glowering in black depression, the last 
o f the beautiful nudes, life-size, sits and weeps, 
her face in her hands.
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William E. Dudley
D r u m m in g  At S t r a n g e  D e p t h s
becomes the sound of 
a school boy 
socked in the eye
a bird seeking 
what was broken in by
rare flowers
and miles o f chaparral
rain on the
bones o f an offprinted man
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Alexandra Leake
W a it in g  f o r  R a n d a l l
I’D BEEN WAITING FOR MY brother Randall ever since 
he left with Pa, but I started waiting hard the day my mama went 
out driving with Mister Leonard. That’s what she told me to call 
him, Mister Leonard, when he came that afternoon. He drove 
up in his big old tail-finned car, bouncing along the dirt path 
through the woods. Mama, she pretends it’s a road. What she 
thinks is road about it has got me fooled. The grass is so high in 
the middle that it swishes on the underbelly o f anything on wheels. 
I guess that’s just how she gets by, pretending things are different 
than they are.
I could tell Mister Leonard wasn’t sure he was in the right 
place, it not being a real road or anything. He stopped at the edge 
o f the meadow, and his car’s long snouty black nose looked like 
it was smelling where the road went. But then he must’ve seen 
there’s no other place it goes to. It just peters out in the meadow 
in front o f the cabin. This cabin wasn’t meant for living, Mama 
said the day we moved. Your grandpa he built it for fishing. But 
it’s where we’ve been living since the mill closed, right after Christ­
mas, the same day we took down the tree. Pa raised it out o f the 
pail o f coal it’d been standing in, and lugged it out behind the 
old house, leaving a black trail in the snow.
Mama’d told me this new friend o f hers was coming. While 
she was doing her nails, she told me, flattening out the little brush 
in a shiny red fan. He works at Steigerwalt’s, she said, the shoe 
store down in Holyoke. You’ve never been there, but you might 
get a new pair out o f him, if you just mind good. She held up 
one hand at a time, fanning out her fingers and wiggling them. 
You like the color? Here. Blow.
Mister Leonard was wearing the whitest shirt I’d ever seen. 
People I know don’t usually wear white shirts, not even on Sun­
days, but his shirt was so white it was almost blue, and there were 
creases up on the shoulders where it’d been folded. He had a 
brown jacket slung over his shoulder and big old pleats in the 
front of his pants. The pants were all poufed out, and they looked
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like what Christopher Columbus wears in picture books. He wore 
his hat pushed back o ff his forehead in the heat.
He saw me before he even slammed the car door. I was up 
there on the porch rocking in my chair. There’re so many slats 
missing, I’m the only one that sits in it. Before he left with Randall, 
Pa took to calling it Bean’s Chair. You’re about as tall and skinny 
as a string bean, he’d say. Sundays, though, my pa always called 
me Grade. My pa is the handsomest man in Franklin County.
When I didn’t say anything, Mister Leonard reached down as 
if he was bowing, and snagged a blade o f grass. He blew on it ctil 
it squawked, and then he looked up at me and smiled. His teeth 
were big and square like the tiles from the kit Pa’d ordered last 
fall in the mail. Mosaic, he called it. He said it’d take Mama’s 
mind o ff things. She started gluing them one by one onto this 
tabletop, but when she didn’t do but half, Pa and me finished it. 
Still, we couldn’t help with its puniness, or with it never sitting 
right. You do the best you can, Pa said. That’s all you can do.
Missy, your mama home? Mister Leonard asked.
I didn’t have a chance to say nothing before Mama came push­
ing through the screen door.
Oh, you found us, she said, as if we’d been lost. She was 
wearing her new church dress, the one she made from a Ward’s 
pattern after Randall left and she didn’t have to wear the cinna­
mon polka dot one all the time. I could tell she’d been spraying 
herself with that atomizer she kept on the windowsill.
Yes, Ma’am, Mister Leonard said, switching his jacket from 
one shoulder to the other, and he grinned at my mama. His face 
was smooth as soap, but when he grinned it bunched all up in his 
cheeks.
She came down the steps right to him, and she crooked her 
finger at me. Have you met Gracie? She was fingering the flip in 
her hair like she always did, but her voice sounded different, as if 
she was giving him a present.
Sure, he said, looking up at me. He turned his face a little and 
winked with his closest eye so she couldn’t see. I met Gracie. 
Such a tall girl. Jeez, and pretty, too.
I hadn’t stood up more than halfway out o f the rocker, but I 
sat right back down in it.
You be all right now, Gracie? Mama asked. She’d only half
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turned back toward me. We’re just going for a ride, she said. Up 
to die old limestone quarry where it’s cool. Now you fix yourself 
a jelly sandwich for a snack. There’s some store-bought white 
bread in the breadbox I got for a treat.
D on’t you worry your little head, Missy, Mister Leonard said. 
I ’ll take good care o f  your mama. Here, he said. I got something 
for you that’s a whole lot better treat than store bread.
He wouldn’t have said diat if he’d known how my brother 
Randall loved store bread. Randall could take a pile o f  slices, tear 
the middles out o f  all o f  them, and roll those middles up into a 
ball o f  dough. You like, he’d say. Lucky thing was, Randall m eant 
he liked it. Lucky, 'cause Randall’s hands were always dirty and 
those dough-balls were none too white by the time he got that 
far with rolling them. T hat’s just how Randall talked, back when 
he was talking. You like, for I like.
Mister Leonard didn’t take but three steps to get all the way 
to the porch railing, his legs were so long. W hen he held out his 
hands, his sleeves rode up his arms a ways, and I could see the 
brown hairs curling over his watchband.
I wasn’t meaning to be rude, exacdy, with my rocking. I was 
just staring at that watchband. Pa never wore a watch. D on’t need 
one, Pa said. The mill whisde blew three times a day is w hat he 
meant, when the mill was going and we had the rent money to 
live in town. O ut at the cabin where we couldn’t hear the whistle, 
we never much needed to know anyhow.
Mister Leonard put his two fists down on the porch right in 
front o f  my rocker. He uncurled his fingers, and left two hard 
candies wrapped in cellophane under the railing. I could tell he’d 
got them  at W ilbur’s Penny Store. The sour balls at W ilbur’s, the 
red ones, were Randall’s favorites. They aren’t cherry red, they’re 
more watermelon. T hat’s how I knew where he got them.
W hat do you say, Grace? Mama asked. She had her hands on 
her hips then, and I saw she’d got her belt cinched one notch 
tighter than the worn one. Gra-ace, she said. H er neck had gone 
pink right down into her collar. It always colored up that way 
when she got mad.
I raised her better than that, Mama said to Mister Leonard, as 
if he needed an apology. Leave o tf  that rocking, you hear me? 
You’ll be wearing grooves in that porch.
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I brought my feet up to make it look like I’d stop. Even with 
my knees up, I could keep a decent swing going just shifting my 
weight.
Mister Leonard’s talking to you, girl.
I’m not paying her any mind, he said to Mama. She’s just a 
shy one. Aren’t you? he said to me. He laughed a little then, as if 
things were easy and he had them all figured out. It wasn’t a 
mean laugh, but I didn’t like hearing it because I knew different. 
Well, he said. I’ll bring you two more o f them candies when I 
bring your mama back. And he put his arm around her to steer 
her to his car. His jacket swung out into the air behind him like it 
was a cape, and he hooked his thumb into the top o f her belt. 
His other fingers just hung down straight, touching the bulge at 
her hip.
Put the knife in die sink, Grace, when you’re done with the 
jelly, Mama called over her shoulder. And rinse it good. When he 
opened the door for her, she sat herself on the car seat, leaving 
her legs outside. Then she lifted them inside one by one, smooth­
ing her skirt, and he shut the door.
As the car backed toward the sugar maple, the radio switched 
on inside. Mama had her elbow out the window, as if she always 
rode about in big old cars like Mister Leonard’s with that “Bye, 
Bye Love” song coming on the radio, as if she had nothing on 
her mind o f a Sunday afternoon but going to the quarry. Her 
other arm was up along the back o f the seat. Resting there, up 
behind his shoulders in the dark inside the car, her bare arm 
looked long and silvery, like a sardine.
Once they’d gone, I studied those old candies Mister Leonard 
left under the railing. I stared at them Til the shade moved off o f 
them and they started throwing their own shadows. With the 
two o f them sitting there, it seemed like one was meant for 
Randall, and that started me missing him. Randall, that is. I won­
dered whether they had suckers where Pa had taken him. The 
state hospital, Pa’d called it. Somehow, I didn’t think so.
I reached down, and I picked up those candies, letting them 
roll about in my palm ‘til my mouth started watering. Then I 
unwrapped one, just at one end, and I spit a good-sized bubble 
on it. I twisted the wrapper back up around it just as tight as you 
please and put it back right where Mister Leonard’d left it. The
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other one I slid into the front pocket o f my overalls, to keep it 
safe tor Randall. I’d need to find a good spot for it in our trea­
sure place or a squirrel’d get it for sure.
The treasure place was this slate rock up under grandpa’s old 
canoe. The canoe lay along the south side o f the cabin, upside 
down, its bow raised up on a stack o f rocks. It wasn’t dark under 
it exactly, not like you might think, but more yellow. From the 
hickory. On the outside the canoe was green, but the inside was 
hickory wood, the color o f honey.
I’d found that treasure place the same day Randall left. Randall 
hadn’t settled in much at the cabin— I guess none o f us had—  
but Randall’d taken to banging his head against the wall. That 
morning I was trying to get him to talk to me, to keep him from 
that banging. Randall, I was saying, do you want a cookie? He 
wasn’t talking much then, but sometimes, if you were lucky, he’d 
echo what you’d said. Whatever you said, he’d say it right back. 
And he was just saying back to me, Randall, do you want a cookie? 
when Mama came up behind me.
Give him the damn cookie, she said. She slapped me pretty 
good and I gave him the cookie, but she started up crying anyways. 
Least I think she was crying. Her face was scrunched up and her 
shoulders shaking, but she wasn’t making any noise. I was glad 
that Pa came in then because the quiet in her scared me.
Pa must’ve heard the slap, because he put his fingertips to my 
cheek right where she’d hit me. Here, Pa said, give your brother 
this. Pa reached in his shirt pocket and handed me a brass lid to 
a mason jar. Ever since Mama’d figured out that Randall liked 
circles, Pa was given to saving round things for him— pennies, 
washers, jar lids, spools and such. Now, he said, take your brother 
and go outside.
Randall was still in his blue racecar pajamas, and I wanted to 
keep him warm. That’s how we found the treasure place. The 
sun was on the canoe, so I crawled up under it and pulled Randall 
in after. I didn’t want him sinking away from me, so I gathered 
up die little black seeds from a milkweed pod that was left there.
I worked on layering diem one by one in die brass lid, and Randall 
squatted there next to me, watching in the buttery light. The only 
sound was the tiny plink the seeds made and the whoosh o f 
Randall’s breathing.
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Here, Randall, I said when I was done. I held the lid out to 
him with both hands. See, I showed him. See. A golden plate. A 
king’s plate. He took the lid from me, and he put it on the slate 
rock and he spun it. The seeds shifted, and he drew a shiny track 
through them with his finger. When he spun it round again, the 
track closed up and the seeds evened out.
It’s all round inside, Randall said, spinning. You like.
Yes, I said. You like, Randall.
Randall’s blond hair fell forward over the sides o f his face, 
and I could see the little hollow at the back o f his neck where 
Mama used to like to kiss us. I wanted to hug him because he was 
talking and because his neck looked so soft and thin, but I knew 
better. The thing was, Randall was past liking being touched, but 
none o f us were past touching him, especially Mama.
Pa and Mama must’ve moved about inside then, because I 
could hear their voices. Pa’s was stone-even and Mama’s was all 
tatty.
I’m taking him for help, Pa was saying.
No, she said.
H e’s getting worse—
No. I won’t let you.
— and he needs help.
No, no, no, no, no, she said. Her voice went rushing over his 
like creek water.
It’s not fair to either o f them, Pa said. O r to us.
H e’ll get better, I swear it.
They went quiet inside then, and I heard Pa let himself out 
the door.
When Pa came back it was in the Scudder pickup with Joe 
Scudder, Billy’s dad. The Scudders’d been our old town-neigh- 
bors. Mama must’ve known what they were there for, because 
she started hollering from the porch, before Pa’d even got to it. 
She was wearing her polka dot dress, the one Randall needed her 
to wear before he’d eat, and she’d put red lipstick on, as if she 
were the one going off. No, she hollered at Pa, you can’t take 
him. Joe Scudder just stood there next to that truck o f his, scuff­
ing his boots in the mud, like he wasn’t hearing her.
Pa had to hoist Randall in his arms to get him into the pickup. 
Randall was little, but he could make himself real heavy. He arched
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his back away from Pa and went stiff. You could just see Randall 
getting heavier, by looking at Pa’s knees as he picked his way 
through the ruts to the pickup.
It’s not my fault, Mama said to Pa’s back. These woods are 
what done it. Being stuck in these here woods. Once Pa’d got 
himself in the truck with the door shut, she started screaming, 
You’ll see. Those fancy doctors, they’ll tell you it wasn’t my fault. 
And don’t you be calling, she yelled. Just be bringing the boy 
home. I don’t want everyone on that party line knowing our busi­
ness.
It’s no one’s fault, Pa said, rolling down the window. His face 
was grey and he looked tired. This isn’t about you, he said, or 
anyone but the boy here. He needs help. You can’t keep pretend­
ing different, he said. You can’t.
She went back inside the cabin then, hugging her sweater 
closed. Pa and me and Billy Scudder’s daddy, all o f us could hear 
her way in the back. Cawing, like crows after an owl.
I’m staying with him at the hospital down in Northampton, 
Pa said to me. At least until they see what’s to be done. And 
maybe there’s work there, too. Pa slapped his palm flat against 
the pickup door. Okay, he said to Joe Scudder. It’s time. Take 
care o f your mama, Bean, ctil I get back.
The Scudder pick up was the last car back this way, and it’s 
just been me and Mama here in the months since Pa left. She’s 
had nothing for a Sunday afternoon but the smell o f Pa’s fingers 
on the soft bills in the envelopes he sends her. Once she takes 
the money out, I keep the envelopes under the canoe. I stack 
them on the rock, with Randall’s mason jar lid weighting them 
down. Sometimes I wet my finger to the ink to make sure his 
writing’s real.
When Ma come back with Mister Leonard, the lights were 
what woke me, so I knew it was late. I was lying out there, under 
the canoe. I had my nightgown on, and I’d fallen asleep. I woke 
when the lights started scooting around inside it, like when you 
stand in the middle o f the room, twirling with a flashlight. Then 
I heard the engine and figured the lights were coming from a car.
Gracie, Mama called. Grade. Oh, my God. I had no idea it 
was this late.
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I thought you said this was your folks’ place. Mister Leonard’s 
voice was farther back. That your folks’d be back before we come 
home. Jeez, he said. You should have told me.
Mama’s steps kept right ‘til she bumbled coming up the steps. 
I heard her swear some and then she dropped her sandals on the 
kindling box. The light flicked on in the kitchen window right 
over the canoe.
Gracie? she started calling. Where are you?
I guess she heard me crawling out from the treasure place 
because she pushed open the kitchen door. You okay, honey? 
she asked. I was still blinking against the light when she reached 
for one o f my hands. Oooh, you’re cold, she said. Gracie, you 
okay? I didn’t mean to be gone so long. I swear I didn’t, she said.
Her hands felt warm and smooth but I wasn’t saying any­
thing. I was trying to hear what Mister Leonard was doing, in 
behind her. But Mama was so loud, she took up all my listening 
room. You forgive me? she started saying. Forgive me, Gracie?
A stool scraped the kitchen floor, and the sound o f it got 
Mama going. Come see what we got you, she said, as if she’d just 
remembered. Gracie, c’mon. She tugged at my arm then, like 
Randall used to tug at it when he wanted something, only harder. 
You, he’d say. There weren’t no more to do with her tugging than 
there’d been with Randall’s, so I slit my eyes against the light and 
followed her into the kitchen.
Mister Leonard had pulled the stool up to the table, like he 
knew better than to sit in a chair with a place mat down in front 
o f it. Randall’s and Pa’s were the clean ones these days, with 
Randall’s napkin folded just the way he liked it. Mister Leonard 
was twirling the lazy Susan and looking at Grandma’s labels on 
the old jelly jars: quince, crab apple, gooseberry. Course they’d 
been empty since Grandma’d passed. She’d passed after Grandpa, 
but Mister Leonard didn’t know that from the sound o f his talk­
ing, his thinking they might be coming home. There was no blam­
ing people, I figured, for what they haven’t been told.
I just stood there outside o f the circle o f light, curling my 
toes against the cold in the linoleum. But Mama, she swept ‘round 
behind him. Come see what we got you, Gracie, she said. And 
she brought up this huge cardboard box, all white and shiny with 
a see-through window on the top. She laid it flat across Mister
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Leonard’s knees. Maybe it was his hat being off, or Mama’s being 
so proud o f what was in that box, but everything about Mister 
Leonard looked smaller in the kitchen.
Mama reached right in and she pulled out this big old boy 
doll with freckles and fat lips. The boy doll grinned up at Mama, 
and when his mouth opened like he wanted to speak, I swal­
lowed pretty near all the air between him and me.
Look at you! Mama crowed, holding the boy doll by the arms, 
just look at you.
She settled the boy doll on Mister Leonard’s lap. He was so 
big that his head fetched right up to Mister Leonard’s shoulder. 
He had on a big-checked shirt, a blue bandana bibbed round his 
neck, and green work gloves. His hair and shirt and lips were all 
about the color o f the polka dots on our old cinnamon dresses. 
Mama squatted on her heels to stretch the boy doll’s flat legs out 
in front, pulling the cuffs straight at his ankles.
He talks even, Mama said then, fussing with the boy doll’s 
gloves. The way she said it, I almost thought it might be true. So 
matter-of-fact, like she didn’t care much about anybody’s answer­
ing. She might’ve been talking o f nothing more important than 
the weather: The wind’s come up, a front’s passing. It’s like that 
when folks say something they’re sure of. They don’t go needing 
an answer.
When she finished with his gloves, she laid an ear to her shoul­
der to get a better view o f him. The light caught the top o f his 
cheeks, and they shone like May apples. Except for his toes turn­
ing out to the side, the boy doll was perfect. Mama thought so, 
you could tell. There, she said, as if he was just the way she 
wanted. There. And she leaned over and kissed him, leaving a 
smudge o f lipstick across the part in his thick cinnamon hair.
See what we got you? she said to me.
Mister Leonard, he was die one that saw I didn’t know who 
the boy doll was. This is Howdy, he whispered at me, jouncing 
die doll gendy on his knees. Howdy Doody. From TV.
I fixed on that Howdy’s mouth. Mama said he talked, but I 
couldn’t see how Howdy’d be saying much o f anything. From 
the big cracks running down both sides o f his chin, it seemed his 
mouth must’ve broken since he’d talked for Mama. If we’d been 
back in town, I could’ve called Billy Scudder over. Hey, I could’ve
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hollered at the fence, we’ve got one o f those Howdy dolls in 
here. I figured Billy would’ve known about them. The Scudders 
had their own TV, and Billy was good with his hands.
Coffee? Mama said to Mister Leonard then. You need coffee 
for the drive home. And she made for the stove. We got coffee, 
don’t we, Gracie? She started poking through what little there 
was on die shelves, sliding boxes every which way and humming 
to herself, as if she were in some rich lady’s pantry.
You want to hear him talk, Gracie? Mister Leonard said. 
Howdy was still on his lap. Howdy Doody?
No, I wanted to say, we don’t need Howdy’s talking. Some­
thing about my Mama’s humming and diose cracks in Howdy’s 
chin had turned me scared. The idea o f his talking, well, die idea 
o f it might keep her happy. Sometimes just the idea o f things 
can do diat, keep a person happy. But Howdy’s trying was likely 
to cause Mama to leave off humming.
Howdy, the boy doll echoed then. Howdy Doody. And he 
started jouncing on Mister Leonard’s knees, like he was trying to 
boost his strength up for more words dian just his name. Howdy 
Do-do-do, the boy doll said. How do you do-do-do?
He could talk all right, but his voice sounded hoarse, and his 
mouth clacked when it fell all the way open. It clacked so fast on 
the do-do-do’s that it was like his teeth were chattering from the 
cold. Once Howdy got himself going, there was no stopping 
him.
Say kids, he croaked. What time is it? Howdy craned around 
to look at Mama. That coffee sure smells good. And you must be 
Grace, Howdy clacked at me. You are a mighty pretty sight. A 
sight for sore eyes. Yessiree.
I could see Mama over Howdy’s shoulder. She’d quit with her 
humming, but her hands still being busy was a good sign. She 
was swiping them with the dishtowel from the chrome bar in 
front o f the oven. Maybe she hadn’t heard Howdy, rasping and 
clacking like that. Or didn’t remember Pa saying that the day 
Randall left. Aren’t the two o f you a sight for sore eyes, Pa’d said, 
up there under that canoe?
D on’t you be fresh now, Mama said. She’d finished with the 
towel, but she’d started louding up again. On account o f Howdy’s
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clacking, I figured. Without that clacking, you might have thought 
his talking was the real tiling.
Mama took the bag o f sugar from the shelf and stood it 
down hard on the kitchen table in front o f Howdy, jumping the 
teaspoon next to me.
What do you say, Grace? Mama asked, louder. D on’t you like 
him?
I’d been too busy worrying about Howdy’s broken chin to be 
doing any talking, but now with Howdy quiet I started up worry­
ing about Mister Leonard’s wanting sugar. That sugar bag was 
harder than old plaster. I f  you’re planning on having some, I 
wanted to tell him, you’re gonna have to scrape o ff what you 
want with that spoon.
Grace? Didn’t you hear me, girl? Mama said.
CS okay. Let her be, Mister Leonard said. It’s late. Mister 
Leonard reached around with one hand to help her with the mugs.
D on’t you be telling her what’s okay, Mama said.
It’s best to hold the sugar spoon straight down into the bag, 
is what I needed to tell Mister Leonard. Hold it straight down, 
and grasp the round part hard with your thumb. Otherwise, the 
sugar’ll spray out every which way, and there’s no telling what’ll 
happen.
D on’t you be telling her what’s okay, Mama said to Mister 
Leonard. I raised her better than that. Grace, you hear me? Mama 
had the percolator o ff the stove, but she’d froze up, waiting for 
me to say something.
It’s okay, I told you, Mister Leonard said. I thought you said it 
was your other one that didn’t talk sometimes? The little one, 
that’s asleep? Shouldn’t you be checking on him, anyhow?
Mama jabbed her percolator-arm over at my chair as if I were 
the one telling tales about Randall. Coffee sloshed out on the 
floor, and she banged that percolator down. She got herself be­
hind me and started pushing down something fierce with her 
hands on my shoulders. Grace, you talk now, you hear? The way 
her thumb pressed on me it felt too big to be hers.
You hear me? she said.
Hold on now, Mister Leonard said.
Your name’s not Randall, is it?
Whoa, now, be gentle now, he said.
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Name’s not Randall, I wanted to say, but I couldn’t. Mama 
was shaking me as if she could shake the words out, but they 
wouldn’t come. They just spun in my throat, deeper and deeper, 
breaking into sharp-edged pieces.
Hey! Howdy said. Hey, hey, hey.
Not Randall, I was wanting to say. Not. Randall.
You keep acting like that, Mama said, and you won’t be talk­
ing either.
Here you go, Missy, Howdy said, sliding himself over onto 
my lap. Here you go. Howdy’s raspiness was gone, and his sliding 
over like that got Mama to stop shaking me.
Oh! she said, as if Howdy had surprised her. Oh.
Howdy sat in my lap, letting me hug him. I buried my face in 
his cinnamon-checked shirt Til I bumped right up against this 
hard little lump. I reached up and felt it. It was a bead. A smooth 
wooden bead.
Hanging down on Howdy’s back, out from under his ban­
dana, was a little woven two-colored string with this round 
wooden bead at the end of it.
I reached up and I pulled that bead, and Howdy’s mouth went 
clack. Even from behind him I could hear it. Clack. Mama had to 
hear it, too. She was standing right behind my chair. See, Mama. 
I wanted to say. Clack. See, not Randall. Clack. Randall’s your 
son. I’m Grace. Grace, the one that’s here. Clack. Grace, Mama.
And then I couldn’t help myself. I pulled that round bead as 
if I’d hooked on something underwater that I needed. Some­
thing I couldn’t recognize, but I’d know what it was if I only 
pulled hard enough. So I pulled it and pulled it until I yanked that 
bead right off and it went skittering across the floor under the 
stove. It rolled under the stove just as the sugar sprayed out ev­
ery which way.
Jeez, Mister Leonard said, putting down his spoon. Jeez, like 
he knew that whatever else he could say wasn’t what any o f us 
needed.
Mama sank into the seat next to me as if something had let 
go o f her, taking all her air with it. She sat there, and then she 
reached out and stroked Howdy’s legs where they lay flat on top 
o f my bare ones. She straightened out his cuffs again. Oh— you 
poor, sweet boy, she said to him. You poor sweet thing. Then she
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leaned down and started patting the floor for the bead. She 
scooped it up and let it roll about in her palm as if she wanted to 
be sure she had it right.
Grace? Mama said when the bead went still.
Yes, Mama, I said. I’m sorry, Mama.
Oh, Grace, she said. With her closest hand, she combed my 
hair back from my forehead with her fingers. She ran her fingers 
all through my hair. When I leaned into her hands, she started 
curling the ends under, as if she were making little hair pillows 
for where it hurt. It’s not anybody’s fault, she said.
It’s funny, but I knew then that Randall wasn’t coming back. 
He wasn’t coming back any more than that Howdy doll could get 
himself to real talking. But we still had to wait for him harder 
than ever. Sometimes, I figure, there’s such a thing as good pre­
tending. It’s not the same as hope, but when it don’t hurt any­
body, and you do it together, good pretending maybe is the next 
best thing.
So we sat there, Mama and me, just like that, for the longest 
time.
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Jeff Parker
J a m e s ’ F e a r  o f  B ir d s
I kept Epi through the weekend. It was my girlfriend’s bird, a 
wretched thing. I watched it while she cheated on me with some 
dude in another town. She left every couple o f weeks and I kept 
Epi during these times.
James came over a lot. Birds terrified him. H e’d sit on the 
couch eyeing her, drinking this scotch that we both swore made 
us hallucinate.
“Why are you so scared o f birds anyway?” I asked James once.
“This thing from my childhood,” he said.
“What happened?”
“I don’t want to talk about it just keep that fucking bird away 
from me.”
This was easier said than done. I kept Epi 011 the floor. She 
walked up your feet though, trying to get to your shoulder. A 
cockatiel. A sorry specimen.
I like birds. I mean, I like the idea o f being a guy who likes 
birds. Someone who might watch them as the main activity o f a 
day. That’s the kind o f  tiling I like people thinking about me.
But in reality, I’m not so good with pets. Like when Epi shits 
on my shoulder, I crumble her up in my fist and throw her fast- 
pitch into the cushion. Then I immediately feel bad. I pick her 
up, lovingly this time, rubbing her head. I apologize. I pray that 
she will not die. I pray genuinely for her sake, and not for the 
sake o f my own ass. Then I kind o f forget about it. And she nips 
my earlobe or something, and I do the same tiling all over.
James likes watching this. He hopes I’ll kill her. That’s how 
much he hates birds. He wishes they all were dead.
“I wish all birds were dead,” he says.
“What the fuck, man?” I say. We’re well into the scotch that 
makes us hallucinate.
The thing is James kind o f looks like a bird. He has this huge 
nose. You can’t help but think, beak.
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About 3 a.m. I call my girlfriend’s apartment and some dude 
answers.
“Hello,” he says.
“Who the fuck is this?” I say.
“Who the fuck is this, man?” he says.
“I wish all birds were dead,” James says.
“Shhh,” I say. “Look, as far as I know you’re not supposed to 
be there.”
“E ff off. Mina said I should meet her here tonight. She gave 
me a key.”
“How do I know you’re not robbing the place.”
“Come on over,” he says. “I’ll kick your ass.”
“Naw,” I say.
“What are you? Her boyfriend?”
“She said she wasn’t coming in until tomorrow.”
“She’s meeting me here in the morning, man. Is that going to 
be okay with you?”
“Well, I still don’t know you’re not robbing the place.”
“Man, why would I pick up the phone if I was a robber?” 
“Get him to tell you something only she would know,” James 
says.
“Tell me something only she would know,” I say. It’s kind o f 
embarrassing to be doing this in front o f James.
“I f  only she knows it, how am I gonna?”
“You know what I mean. There’s two o f us, we’ll come over 
there. We’ll call the cops.”
“I said come on over. What do you want anyway? I met her 
last week in the tampon-aisle. Big Bear. We’ve been doing it ever 
since.”
“All right,” I say. It’s probably true anyway. True enough. 
“Bye,” I say.
“Bye,” he says.
Epi shits on my shoulder during the call. I feel the spot o f 
heat, but don’t thump her off. Instead I go for more scotch.
“Well. You already knew she was cheating on you,” James 
says.
“Yeah but.”
“Wait a second,” he says. “You knew he was there, didn’t you? 
Why’d you call anyway if you thought she was out o f town?”
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“I don’t know. Answering machine. I wanted to talk into her 
answering machine.”
We sit for a while. Sit very still. Then Epi hops across the 
floor towards James’ feet— the James on-ramp. I intercept her.
“We need to kill that bird,” he says.
“We’re not killing the bird.”
“We need to kill that bird.”
“Couldn’t I just spray paint whore’ on her door or some­
thing?”
“That’s doable, down the line. Not tonight though.”
I live in a pink house and not many people drive down my 
street. Epi hops off my finger and stands there like an idiot. In 
the street. She has no idea.
“I’m not really into this,” I say.
“It has to be done.”
I pull off my Birkenstock and half-heartedly wing it at her. 
She hops out o f the way and stands there again, watching us. 
Then she hops toward us. She doesn’t want to waste any o f her 
precious shit on the ground when she could drop it on one o f 
us.
“That’s not going to cut it,” James says.
He removes a hammer from his back pocket.
“Where’d you get that?”
“Earlier,” he says.
Epi is almost upon him. He trembles slightly, then punts her 
back out into the street. He brings the hammer down on her 
square. Her body explodes. But ]ames doesn’t stop there. He 
pounds again and again and again until she is a bloody nothing.
He throws the hammer into the flowerbed and we sit down 
to smoke. We smoke.
“This is not right,” I say.
We sit there a while not looking at the street. We’re heavily 
into the scotch by now and I’m getting the pangs o f impending 
regret.
“You want me to tell you why I’m scared o f birds?” he says. 
“It’s a simple anecdote.”
Here, there is a pause.
“A duck’s quack doesn’t echo,” he says.
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“Every sound echoes,” I say.
“Not a duck’s quack. We had one once at the Grand Can­
yon.”
“You brought a duck to the Grand Canyon?”
“We found one there. As you said, everything around ech­
oed. Voices, our footsteps, whistling. But when that duck opened 
its beak, nothing. It bit too.”
Then Epi appears on his foot. He loses it. I mean he really 
goes out o f control at this. I am shocked, but composed.
I reach down and she hops onto my finger. She sits there 
long enough for me to examine her. Clean. No damage. She scales 
my arm.
“N ot again,” James repeats over and over.
“We better get inside,” I say.
And this is the weirdest thing. As soon as we step through 
the door, she flies. She flies, man. All around the room, seven, 
eight, ten times. This bird has never flown in its life.
So James and I, after this, are pretty confident we’re just shar­
ing a vision. And we kind o f get into it.
Epi flies these circles o f varying width. A dropping appears 
on the top o f my foot as if out of nowhere. I left the Birkenstock 
somewhere in the street and I don’t care. Then at the completion 
o f one circle she goes right for James, lighting on his shoulder. 
H e’d be freaked out normally, if just a normal hallucinatory bird 
landed on his shoulder. But this is a hallucinatory bird that he 
just hammered into the pavement, so he’s petrified.
And there, after a moment, Epi transmogrifies into my girl­
friend.
My girlfriend sits there on his shoulder, and she watches me. 
But I can’t be sure we’re sharing the vision anymore, so, to calm 
him, I say, “Go with it. This is all a hallucination, man. That bird 
is dead in the street.”
“I know,” he says. “All o f a sudden I just feel completely 
deflowered.”
Which is good, for him.
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Dylan Willoughby
Box M a n g l e
The cloned doctor fiddled with his mouth 
organ, getting the pitch just right.
That boy Brick sailed over the fence 
like a feather, or a lithe triplejumper.
You spoke once o f the dangers o f fly 
spit, but how some day we might harness it.
Preludious bliss had its day in the sun 
then wilted leaving us in this flimsy night.
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David Groulx
B e i n g  a l i v e  b e c o m i n g  d e a d
The women lay sleeping 
beside their father’s tit
I want to serenade you with songs 
of memories o f you and I
when you broke the moonlight 
and built shadows
with our bodies
we take our grim inheritance 
from the dead
the doors left open
we watch
the women suckle 
we pass through
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